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OVERVIEW

> Managing your executive team’s expectations
> Corporate polices/guidance regarding litigation
> Dispute avoidance and role of alternative dispute resolution
> Preparing executives for deposition and trial testimony
> Wrap-up
> Q&A
MANAGING EXPECTATIONS – WHAT MATTERS, TO WHOM & WHY
MANAGING EXPECTATIONS – WHAT MATTERS, TO WHOM & WHY

> Corporate policies/guidance regarding litigation
  – Are there/should there be corporate policies/guidance regarding litigation?
    • Generally/specific types of litigation?

> What comprises management?
  – C-level?
  – General counsel?
  – Remote office managing directors?
  – Supervisory staff?
  – Board?
MANAGING EXPECTATIONS – WHAT MATTERS, TO WHOM & WHY

> Nature of matter
  - Threatens company existence
  - Significant contract, IP and regulatory matters
  - Defense against annoyance suits
  - Criminal matters
  - Affirmative litigation to achieve important goals or to protect valuable assets

> Nature of company
  - Multi-national company
  - Multifaceted national company
    • Multiple offices, divisions and/or subsidiaries
  - Single office company
What is role of management regarding litigation?

- Who establishes policy, guidance, strategy and budgets?
- How much is/should management be involved in litigation?
  - What are the drivers?
  - Different types of cases?
- Who manages/decides settlement?
- Who manages public relations and who is spokesperson?
- Dealing with challenging management or board?
What is role of in-house and outside counsel in litigation?

- How does/should in-house counsel engage with management?
- How does/should outside counsel engage with management?
- Direct engagement cases vs. insurance cases?
- Handling litigation in-house versus through outside counsel?
MANAGING EXPECTATIONS – WHAT MATTERS, TO WHOM & WHY

How to manage what management needs/wants to know about litigation

- Nature of case
- Details of case
- Public relations
- Status
- Problems/issues
- Expense vs. budget
- Case gone wrong
- Involved executive
- Board involvement
- Results
- Settlement
- Appeal of adverse ruling
MANAGING EXPECTATIONS – WHAT MATTERS, TO WHOM & WHY

- Addressing the problem situations
  - Adverse rulings
  - Adverse facts
  - Adverse testimony
  - Problem witnesses
  - Executive involvement – target, involved in acts
  - Blown budget
  - Intra-company litigation
  - Criminal matters
> Are there/should there be lessons learned sessions resulting from litigation?
  – What circumstances?
  – Who involved?
  – Formal process/informal process?
DISPUTE AVOIDANCE & ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Does/should company undertake dispute avoidance efforts?

- Per policy/ad hoc?
- How is management involved?
- In what context and if so how?
  - Regulatory compliance
  - Employment
  - Contracts/agreements
  - Customer relations
  - Other
- When do these efforts make a difference, if ever?
DISPUTE AVOIDANCE & ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Does/should company have policy/practice regarding ADR

- How developed?
- What circumstances?
- Who decides?
- Types?
  - Mediation
  - Arbitration
- Management involvement in ADR process
PREPARING EXECUTIVES FOR DEPOSITION & TRIAL TESTIMONY
PREPARING EXECUTIVES FOR DEPOSITION & TRIAL TESTIMONY

> Litigation training for executives?
> When to involve the executive?
  – Investigation
  – Interrogatories
  – Document production
  – Trial
Fact investigation – interviews

- Before or during deposition preparation?
- Who conducts?
- *Upjohn* admonition approach
- Separate counsel
- Reports to management
  - How much information?
  - Problem executive
  - Investigated executive
  - Former executive
Management involvement in case strategy
  - Message
  - Company representative
  - 30(b)(6) witnesses
Deposition preparation and deposition of company executives

- Roles of in-house and outside counsel
- Who conducts preparation?
- Training an executive to be a good witness
- Senior executive in the hot seat
- Former executives
- Reports to management
  - Who needs to know and what do they need to know?
    - Problem witness
    - Adverse facts
PREPARING EXECUTIVES FOR DEPOSITION & TRIAL TESTIMONY

Trial preparation and trial
- Management role in deciding to go to trial
- Management role in trial strategy
- Company representative
- Preparing the executive
- Preparing management
- Reports to management
- Role of in-house counsel vs. outside counsel
- Controlling public relations
- Settlement

Criminal matters
- Avoiding the traps
FINAL THOUGHTS
FINAL THOUGHTS

- At the end of day, what matters to management?
- Lessons and advice to colleagues about what works best
QUESTIONS?
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